


I spy with my little eye,
something beginning
with Kly.
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Welcome to a new bastion of understated cool, with warm 
welcomes and real smiles, a milieu for millennials, where 
ostentation is over, personalisation preferred, and authenticity 
admired. It’s simple: You spoke. We listened.

Meet KLY. Our hotels and resorts provide a sense of place for 
the mobile generation. Places that make sense and work 
spaces that work for the Zen road warrior, marked by smart 
design, curated art, quality sounds, gourmet comfort food and 
innovative mixology.

To those who know the journey is the destination, to the 
work-is-players, wanderlust-for-lifers, tribal leaders and 
economies-of-sharers; to the millennials in perpetual motion, 
those for whom ‘on the road’ is default mode and those with 
travel in their source code, we say this: Better try KLY.

Meet KLY
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Check in. 
Let’s see what
condition your
condition is in.
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KLY means ‘relax’ in Thai. We can’t imagine a more fitting home 
for a hotel that invites guests to ‘Stay Chilled’ and believes 
relaxation is the destination.

KLY comes to life in a Land of Smiles, where taking it easy is a 
way of life. ‘Sabai Sabai’ is the cry. Slow down, take your time, 
smell the flowers. Sit back, get comfortable. Lose the shoes. 
Welcome to KLY, a horizontal hold-out in a vertically-integrated 
world, and a hotel brand that celebrates the fine art of doing 
nothing. Down time? Good times.

As a matter of fact, we are going to take this lying down.

KLY means “relax”



Pillars we rest on.
Values we live by.
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Connect to KLY and enter a world 
where work and play intimately 
co-exist. Seamless free wifi 
throughout the hotel, touches of 
art to inspire and a like-minded 
network of doers, succeeders and 

content creators.

Connected Concentrate on the task at hand in 
conducive & convivial co-working 
spaces. Guest rooms are shaped 
to the needs of today’s millennial 
mobile class stock with gourmet 
comfort cuisine. Work hard. Play 
hard. Live life like it’s always 

opening night.

Focused All work and no play makes for 
dull boys and girls. KLY believes 
the down time and the fun time is 
also worth doing properly. We 
believe so strongly in the serious 
business of relaxation that we 
named our hotel after the Thai 

word for just that.

Relaxed



Straight talk.
Listeners. Doers. 
KLY up close and
personal. 
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KLY is not a charity, although we do believe in giving back. We 
won’t blow smoke or sugar coat - we are a business and we want 
to make a buck. But we are also a brand, made from human 
beings. It’s not all about the money, honey. We’re good people. 
You’re good people. Roll your eyes but we’re going to say it 
anyway: We care. So there.

We Care

You have a voice, an opinion, and a life. Sometimes what matters 
most is just being heard. Modern life is frustration. Modern 
travel causes more. Arrive in better shape? Yeah right. We know 
the road is long, winding and sometimes hard. Had a bad day? 
We can’t promise to solve your problem, but we’ll hear you out 
and do our best. How does that sound?

We Listen

Which is not to say we put on an act. Life is not a dress rehearsal. 
Hospitality doesn’t always have a Hollywood ending. We are 
doers by nature. Happiness is rolling up our sleeves and taking 
care of business. Our mantra: Get it done. That means more 
time for fun.

We Act



Gourmet comfort
food with an attitude
for latitude. Fuel up
and feel at home.
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KLY & CO is about coffee and co-working. A shared work space 
and dining place where connectors and networkers can find all 
the tools and fuel they require.

KLY stands squarely behind the square meal: hearty dishes 
made with know-how and passion from quality ingredients, a 
transparent and practical policy on sustainability, organic 
alternatives where possible, and a tone of relaxed style and 
casual elegance synced to attentive service that never hovers.

KLY & CO.

OM is the signature restaurant brand created by KLY, a haven 
for the gourmet on the go, comfort food for the connoisseur 
and a warm, friendly place with deli selections, sustainable and 
locally-sourced daily specials and seasonal treats. Farm-to-fork 
organic vegetables and home-grown herbs, handmade pasta, 
fresh baked bread, artisanal pizza oven. Asian & Mediterranean 
influences hold sway but our chefs are empowered to change 
things up.

OM
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Mixology goes next level,
cocktail culture gets elemental.
KLY gets in the mix to shake things up.
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KLY punches above its weight when it comes to 
value-for-money mixology of consistently high quality, 
memorable delivery and surprising creativity. In spaces 
designed to distill chill, sip something shaken or stirred. 
Savour new directions in mixology, and classic cocktails, 
curated, burnished and occasionally recreated.



SPY is the signature KLY mixology bar concept. It is about 
thoughtful innovation and respect for tradition. No one wants a 
new-fangled Old Fashioned or a lowball Long Island Iced Tea. 
SPY is KLY’s dedicated space for the mixological arts to flourish; 
a bar/lounge/club space that is transformed into a realm of the 
senses where elemental forces transform cocktail creation into 
performance art, and a gathering place for cocktail culture’s 
fans and followers.

SPY

What’s next is ‘The Rocktail’. KLY breaks the ice and new ground 
with a concentrated bit of cocktail cleverness straight out of the 
molecular gastronomy playbook. No Bulli. Stay tuned.

The Rocktail
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Key Brand
Requirements

5-star Lifestyle Hotel

Minimum of 2 F&B venues

All-day dining facility and a destination bar

Non Smoking rooms are mandatory

KLY signature scent diffused in public areas

Coworking space / Meeting room / Library

Fitness Center

24 Hour Room Service 

Spa / Wellness Center 

Pool &  Outdoor Spaces 

Environmentally Conscious
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Minimum of 3 room types

Minimum 45-inch hospitality smart flat screen TV units

Fast internet connection, minimum 30 mbps

KLY signature bedding, coffee and tea amenities

KLY signature scent in bathroom amenities

KLY branded bathrobes and slippers

IP phone connectivity and Bluetooth speaker

“Forgot something” menu

Bedrooms
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Key Competitors

AGE:
25-55 years old.

LIFESTYLE:
Middle to high income travellers
looking for a no-fuss holiday without 
compromising on quality. 

INCOME:
80,000 - 105,000 USD / year

VALUE PROPOSITION:
Interested in lifestyle luxury.

SOURCE MARKETS:
Northern Europe, UK, Hong Kong,
Singapore, China, India, Middle East,
North Asia, South East Asia, Australia.

Target
Demographic

Luxury

Budget

Traditional Lifestyle
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Aspirational travellers looking for high end 
service

Likely to travel regularly (three or five times 
per year) either for business or for leisure

Attentive towards healthy food but enjoy 
playing hard too

Looking for a relaxing and peaceful stay 

Interested in fitting a lot into each of their 
international trips

Place importance on flexibility + hassle-free 
travel

Strive for a lifestyle with a healthy balance 
between work and play

Customer Mindset

KLY Customers

We cater to people looking to connect and experience the local culture 
without giving up on comfort, connectivity and design. We attract 
people who are looking for fun; comfort, personalized service and 
attention to detail expected from global branded hotels. We believe in 
people with personalities, people who know what they are looking for 
and where they are going - those looking for a home away from home. 
They do not choose KLY because the have to, but because they want to.



The majority of guests
among KLY are Asian.

(72%)

The majority of guests
come for leisure.

(80%)

The target guests are
aged mostly under 35

years old. (73%)

We attract more
males than females.

(53%)
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Guest Segmentation & Profile
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KLY Hotels & Resort central reservation system allows you to reach all 
your main distribution channels from one platform giving your hotel the 
biggest chance to compete and succeed. Our IT stack covers all your 
needs allows your property to access a global distribution network.

KLY Central
Reservation System



215+ direct connects with top OTA’s

400+ total global connections

Direct connects to all global distribution systems

Connected to top wholesalers at global and local levels 
(e.g.GTA, Hotelbeds, Tourico) connected to 10+ leading 
global metasearch channels

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Provides one central tool/interface to manage your hotel

One single monthly invoice

All your guests are centralized in one database

Flexibility and customization at a room/rate plan level for
each distribution channel by inventory amount

EASY TO WORK WITH

Best booking engine worldwide by HotelTechAwards 2018

Industry-leading conversion rates resulting from a 
mobile-first, responsive and frictionless design

Only to offer member-only rates, multiple rate display and
mobile-only rates through google hotel ads

Personalized transactional emails (booking confirmation, 
cancelation, modification, pre and post-stay)

Maintains constant parity between direct channel & OTA’s

DRIVES MORE DIRECT BOOKINGS

Central Reservation

GDS

FIT/Groups

WWW

Meta Search

Search Engine Marketing Website

Direct Booking 
Optimizer

FIT/Guests

Channel Manager

FIT/Guests

IBE/Chatbot

FIT/Guests

OTAs

B2B

FIT/Groups

TA / TO
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The KLY dedicated hotel website will help 
convert bookings at a much higher rate 
than any other booking option.

Dedicated
Hotel Website
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Modern, clean and strategic website design� 

Responsive platform, maximizing the user’s experience

Onsite and offsite search engine optimization

Social media integrated, gaining enhanced visibility

Wordpress content management system for ease of use

Integrated with google map, accurate description and
navigation possibilities

WEBSITE ADVANTAGES

User friendly CMS

Rooms booking

Member login

Manage room booking

Pre check-in

Instagram showcase

Multilingual

WEBSITE KEY FEATURES

Promotions

Explore (KLY picks/cultural delights)

Blogging

Customized press & media page

Easy social media sharing

CONTENT

Multiple user roles

Activities log and rollback

Versioning of individual pages

ROLES



SSL (https) secured connection for all sites

Open API for sharing promotions

Customized Online Form

Full Standards Compliance with W3C

SYSTEM

Unlimited pages & landing pages

Automatic SEO friendly URLs

301 Redirect tool

Easy management of promotions and room rates

Visual (on-page) Editor

Media Manager

Customized content management for different destinations

CMS FEATURES



The hospitality industry is an ever-changing industry and to 
succeed in a very competitive landscape you need to be able to 
differentiate your product from the rest. With KLY you can take 
advantage of a strong brand culture, industry leading best 
practices and strong and dedicated operational support to 
ensure you are the path to success. KLY Hotels & Resorts aim to 
disrupt the market they establish themselves in by offering, a 
fun and sleek design, superior personalized service and 
excellent value to its guests.

Working with KLY
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Strong brand culture that appeals to the modern traveler. 
KLY is synonymous with quality at an affordable price.

Brand

With the support of our corporate structure and recurrent 
quality audit we ensure that your hotel is always performing 
and meets the highest KLY operational standards.

Quality

Our Director of Operation is here to ensure that our hotels 
always benefit from the best operational support to 
increase performance and improve customer satisfaction.

Operations

KLY central reservation system allow your hotel to access a 
global distribution network to maximize revenue and 
generate the best return for the owners.

Information Systems

KLY centralized corporate sales & marketing team always 
ensure that the KLY brand is recognized globally to ensure 
consistent brand awareness in the market we operate.

Sales & Marketing

KLY operational best practices ensure that your operating 
costs are standardized and managed at all times, allowing 
better profitability and return on investment.

Increased Profitability

The combination of steady growth, increased profitability + 
increased organizational leverage helps your businesses.

Improved Valuation



OWNERS

FINANCE

GM

ROOM DIVISION F&B SALES

HOTEL

Set and maintain budget objectives

Branding / SOPs

Operational audit

PR / Marketing

E-commerce

Sales representation

Website maintenance

Audit

AP / AR

Cost Control

Purchasing

Corporate

FIT / OTA

Event / Mice

Government

Outlets

Room Service

Banqueting & Events

Kitchen & Stewarding

Front Office

Housekeeping

Maintenance
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Brand design guidelines/technical standards

Brand manuals including: Operations / HR / 
Finance / Sales / Marketing / PR/Revenue 
Management / Pre-opening processes

Brand job profiles

Brand training programs

Brand identity

With an ever-expanding portfolio of 
properties, KLY has full brand guidelines, 
manuals and corporate support.

Delivery of
Brand Standards



The KLY concept is engineered for success with a design 
footprint that will be cost effective to build and operate, 
attractive for customers, owners and developers. With the 
correct partnership model, optimization of operations and 
maximizing return on investment will then be possible.

Summary
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For more information please feel free to contact:

Yann Gouriou
UNICORN Hospitality

Chief Executive Officer
yann@unicornh.com

Thank You


